COMPANY MILESTONES

· Ceremonies for institutional events that celebrated the relations between Italy and foreign countries, that saw the cooperation with the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Italian Ministry of the Environment. To mention a few: celebrations in Tokyo and for the Italian Year in Japan; the celebrations in Beijing for the Italian Year in China; the event in Rio de Janeiro for the ‘Italy / Brazil Moment’; the event in Kenya for the collaboration between the Ministry of the Environment and Unesco on the theme of Water; the events managing for Expo in Shanghai and Expo in Milan.

· The realization of major events on behalf of the most important fashion brands: in particular Hermes, Fendi, Valentino, Zegna, with whom the collaboration is currently underway;

· The creation and installation of architectures of lights in different cities of the world: from Kobe, in Japan, a city devastated by an earthquake, for which Festi group has created a recurring event for 25 years, inventing a decade-long and revolutionary festival of light architectures. Every year more than 8,350,000 people have walked under these magnificent arches of light, over thirty meters high, transforming Valerio Festi’s invention into an ever-present tradition. In his historical reinterpretation of light architecture, Valerio Festi dressed with lights the Galeries Lafayette in Paris, registering for the city an influx of around 8.2 million visitors during the construction period. With Google images Galeries The Fayette was visited by more than 200 million visitors a day with a sharing of more than 50 million images, recording a 12% increase in sales over the Christmas period. In Tokyo, a five-year report about the event “Tokyo Millenario” recorded about 7,300,000 people a year;

· The Institute of American Architects award for the best street lighting furniture in Houston (Texas); “The City of Light: Moscow 2016” award got straight from the hands of Mayor Sergej Semënovič Sobja-nin; in Beijing, with the Memorial Day award; and so many more...

· The creation and installation of artificial landscapes in Piazza del Duomo in Milan, including the first skating rink in the city center, followed by many other metropoles in the world, on behalf of the Culture Department of the city; the creation and installation of artificial landscapes in the gardens of Istanbul; identical initiative at Royal Palais in Paris;

· The celebration of city festivities, for historical and institutional anniversaries, such as in Bogotà, Colombia, where the celebration for the 480th anniversary of the founding of the city recorded peaks of turnout of about 650,000 people in 8 days of replicas;
COMPANY MILESTONES

· The design and production of opening ceremonies for international sporting events, in Italy and abroad (Olympics and World Championships in cycling, swimming, skiing, sailing regattas);

· The realization of Corporate Events, always aimed at a very wide audience;

· The celebration, on behalf of UNESCO, of the European and Arab capitals of culture;

· The realization of events dedicated to childhood or to the disadvantaged sectors of society.
**FESTI GROUP IN THE WORLD**

- *Italian Architectures of Light*, installations on the occasion of Italy in Houston 1987


- *Incanti e ricordi*, 1994 Cycle of 10 shows designed for the promotion of the Trentino territory and cultural heritage


- *Concert for fireworks artifice*, Rome, 1999, Orchestra dell'Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia, conducted by Myung-Whun Chung, St. Peter’s Square, Vatican City at the inauguration of the restoration of the facade of St. Peter’s Basilica

- *The city of light* - Lighting of city gates, Bologna, 1999


- *Titanomachia*, Catania, 1999, New Year’s show

- *Creation*, by Franz Joseph Haydn, Spoleto, 2000, concert-show for the opening of the Jubilee edition, Festival of the Two Worlds

- *The last angel*. An elegy for the lost paradise, Spoleto, 2000
FESTI GROUP NEL MONDO

· *The light of the angels*, Moscow, 2001. Entertainment in the Theater Square

· *The festival of the sky*, Tokyo, 2001, opening ceremony of 2001 Italy in Japan

· *Heaven and Earth*, Beijing, 2002, light architectures in Di Tan Park

· *De los ángeles y de la luz*, Bogotá, 2002, closing show of the VIII Ibero-American Festival of Theater de Bogotá

· *Robe de Lumiére*, Paris, Galeries Lafayette, 2002 - 2010 Architecture of light became a landmark of the ville limière

· *Christmas de-light*, Istanbul, Akmerkez shopping mall, 2003 - 2008, light architecture

· *Fires of joy and joy*, Rome, 2003, concert for fireworks in honor of John Paul II on the occasion of his 25th year of pontificate


· *The Wonderful Mandarin* by Béla Bartók, The Sorcerer's Apprentice by Paul Dukas, Pictures of an exhibition by Modest Mussorgsky (orchestration: Maurice Ravel), opening concert-show of the Festival dei Due Mondi 2004 in Spoleto

· *La caída de los ángeles*, Bogotá, 2004, X Ibero-American theater festival

· *Fires of joy and of allegrezza*, Bilbao, 2004


· *The Dancing Sky*, Adelaide, 2006, Adelaide Festival of Arts

· *Il Time is revived*, Beijing, 2006, show-opening ceremony of 2006 Year of Italy in China
FESTI GROUP NEL MONDO

· *From the Renaissance to the Baroque*, Turin, 2006, part of the Opening Ceremony of the XX Turin Winter Olympic Games

· *Special Olympics European Youth Games*, Rome, 2006, opening ceremony

· *Columbus Day Parade*, New York, 2006

· *Guess Clouds Touring*, Mexico, Show, Cervantino International Festival 2006

· *Smart Night*, Bologna, 2006

· *Fenerbahçe Spor Kulübü* 1907 - 2007, Istanbul. Celebrations for the centenary of the club that included: light architecture, show at the stadium, parade for Bagdad Caddesi

· *The dream of Assol*, St. Petersburg, 2007, show on the occasion of the traditional feast of Scarlet Sails

· *The birth of beauty*, Rome, 2007, the show was part of the celebrations for Valentino Garavani’s 45-year career. The evening is documented in Valentino: "The Last Emperor", a documentary produced and directed by Matt Tyrnauer

· *National Day of 'Unity and Harmony* - On the occasion of anniversary of the liberation of Russia from the Poles took place on 4 November 1612. Nizhniy Novgorod, 2007

· *Deluge*, Laikipia (Kenya), 2008. Show in collaboration with Ipazia Foundation - Art for the environment and with the support of the Ministry of the environment

· *The Beauty of Harmony*, Macao, 2008. Water show at 100 days from the start of the Beijing Olympics

· *Munich Revue*, Munich, 2008, celebration of the 850th anniversary of the founding of the city

· *The roof garden city of the world*, Varese, 2008, opening ceremony of the UCI Road World Championships

· *The Dancing Sky*, Singapore, 2008
FESTI GROUP NEL MONDO

- Le rideau se lève, Damascus, 2008, Damascus show-opening ceremony Arab capital of culture 2008

- Symphony of the oceans, Rome, 2009, sp hats-opening ceremony of the 2009 World Swimming Championships

- Celebration of beauty, Singapore, 2010, Formula 1 Singtel Singapore Grand Prix

- Columbus Day parade, On the anniversary of the discovery of America by Christopher Columbus, New-York, USA

- Artistic illumination of the Colosseum on the occasion of the state visit of Chinese Prime Minister Wen Jiabao - for the Presidency of the Council 17 September 2010

- Opening Ceremony of the Olympiyskiy Stadium, Kiev, 2011

- Naturalia Artificialia, Antalya, 2011, International Theater Festival


- Water of the seas, Singapore, 2011, Formula 1 Singapore Grand Prix

- Ensaio Sobre in Beleza, Rio de Janeiro, 2011, opening ceremony of Momento Italia Brasil

- Cidade do Homem, show created on the occasion of Mia Cara Curitiba, created by the Italian Consulate and the Tourism Institute in Brazil to celebrate the influence of Italian immigration in Brazil, 2012

- The nature of light, Moscow 2012, closing ceremony of the Circle Festival of lights

- Galeria de Luz, Curitiba, 2011 & 2012, Light architectures

- A Luz do mundo, Gravatà (Brazil) 2012
FESTI GROUP NEL MONDO

- Dubai Shopping Festival, 2013 opening ceremony

- Abraço de Luz, tribute to Oscar Niemeyer, Brasilia 2013

- Opening Ceremony of the Nordic Ski Championships, Trento, 2013

- Prelude, for Gorky Park in Moscow, 2014

- Memories of Water, opening ceremony of the LAC, cultural center of the city of Lugano, Switzerland, 2015


- Christmas Lights, Architecture of Light, Moscow 2015

- Moscow International Festival of Christmas Lights, Architecture of Light, Moscow, 2016 Russia

- The little Humpbacked Horse, VDNKh, Moscow 2016

- Weave. Figurations in music for Vincenzo Bellini, show for New Year’s Eve in Catania 2017

- Sponde, the bridge that sings, a project for the baptism of the Calatrava Bridge in Cosenza, 2018

- Roma caput mundi, Rome, 2018, Iba International Bar Association

- Mas quest de las estrellas, Bogotà, 2018, on the occasion of the celebrations of the 480th anniversary of the Foundation of the city

- The Land of legends, architectures of light in Antalya in Turkey, 2018

- City of lights, architectures of Light for Christmas in Kazan, Russia, 2018

- All the fault of the Moon, opening of the Venice Carnival 2019

- Concertation by elements, water show for the Festival Theater on the water, Arona 2019